APA Reference List Examples

Book with Single Author:


**In-text reference:** (Gore, 2006)

Book with Two Authors:


**In-text reference:** (Michaels & Balling, 2000)

Book with Editor as Author:


**In-text reference:** (Galley, 2004)

Brochure or Pamphlet:


**In-text reference:** (New York, 2002)

An Anonymous Book:


**In-text reference:** (Environmental Resource Handbook, 2001)
Articles in Reference Books (unsigned and signed):


In-text references: (Greenhouse effect, 2005) 
(Schneider, 2000)

Magazine Articles:


In-text references: (Allen, 2004) 
(Begley, 2007)

Newspaper Articles (unsigned and signed):


In-text references: (“College Officials”, 2007) 
(Landler, 2007)

Journal Article with Continuous Paging:


In-text reference: (Miller-Rushing, Primack, Primack, & Mukunda, 2006)
Journal Article when each issue begins with p.1:


In-text reference: (Bogdonoff & Rubin, 2007)

Journal Article from a Library Subscription Service Database with a DOI (digital object identifier):


doi: 10.101b/jtherbio.2006.01.055

In-text reference: (Mora & Maya, 2006)

Website:


In-text reference: (United States Environmental, 2007)


In-text reference: (Gelspan, 2007)

These are the MOST COMMON examples cited. For a complete list of examples please consult Publication manual of the American Psychological Association, 6th ed. (REF BF 76.7 .P83 2010). Feel free to ask for help at the Library’s Reference/Information Desk (585-785-1432) or at the Write Place (585-785-1601).